
A Letter to the DHS Class of 2020 
 
Hello Dartmouth High Seniors!  
 

During these challenging times, it’s so important for us to stay connected with one 
another and reflect on the uncertain situation ahead of us. We have all come so far in our 
individual journeys that there is no way we can give up now. I know most of you must be 
thinking about all the senior activities and especially prom. We are here to assure you that prom 
and most senior activities will be taking place whether that means pushing the dates as far as 
we need to or accommodating any situation that approaches us. Not only will the officers be 
working hard to ensure we all are getting through this together, all of the administration has 
been actively thinking about us. Everyone’s number one goal is to honor and celebrate all of the 
hard work we have accomplished. By staying positive and innovative, we are going to work to 
create the most stress free end of the year for our seniors as possible, despite all of the 
challenges we have had to overcome and are still overcoming now. This isn’t the end of the 
road, but we must stay united and finish strong.  

We can not emphasize enough how important it is to stay home and practice social 
distancing as we have been advised to in order to slow the spread of this disease and return to 
normal as soon as possible. Our guidance counselors, social workers, teachers and 
administrators are available during this time and want to help each and every one of us. For 
more information on when they are available, check your school email and Google Classrooms. 
We are all part of one, united school community that is here for each other during this trying 
time--so please do not hesitate to reach out. Take each day as it comes. We will get through 
this together, and we will be in touch again. We hope everyone is staying healthy and safe, and 
remember to never stop learning!  
 
If you have any questions, feel free to email or contact the Class Officers or Advisors: 
 
Lili Chamberlain: lilichamberlain@dartmouthschools.org 
Maria Kelly: mariakelly@dartmouthschools.org 
Braely Neto: braelyneto2020@dartmouthschools.org 
Victor Goncalves: victorgoncalves2020@dartmouthschools.org 
Sabrina Pires: sabrinapires2020@dartmouthschools.org 
Hannah Bruce: hannahbruce2020@dartmouthschools.org 
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